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eBay Listings That Sell For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Discover the tricks top sellers use to grab attention   

   

   Create your own unique eBay selling pages with time-tested techniques   

   So you know your way around eBay, but you're not getting the highest bids for your items? Maybe your listings need a makeover! Here are all the...
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The 10 Immutable Laws of Power Selling: The Key to Winning Sales, Wowing Customers, and Driving Profits Through the RoofMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Don’t just watch them—join them! Become a member of that elite group of sales  pros who consistently break records in every selling environment. The 10  Immutable Laws of Power Selling reveals the secrets of the world’s greatest  power sellers and shows you how to set some records of your own.

With case...
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First Look 2007 Microsoft  Office SystemMicrosoft Press, 2006
Your wishes are granted! The new release that is the focus of this book—2007 Microsoft Office
system—has been designed to answer just these kinds of needs for people working with information
the world over. The 2007 release not only offers better integration, enhanced communication,
professional presentation, and expanded...
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Instructional Engineering in Networked Environments (Tech Training Series)Pfeiffer, 2003
A Dynamic, Research-Based Approach to Knowledge Management
In this book, Gilbert Paquette–an internationally recognized expert in the field of technology-based training–offers IT professionals, trainers, and consultants a revolutionary method for going beyond simple information management. Instructional Engineering in Networked...
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iPhone and iPad Apps Marketing: Secrets to Selling Your iPhone and iPad Apps (2nd Edition) (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2011

	Over the past three years, I have witnessed something


	remarkable as iPhone and iPad developers have created

	and posted apps to Apple’s App Store at a breathtaking

	pace. The App Store has swelled to more than 400,000

	apps and still shows no signs of abating. The gold rush to

	sell iPhone and...
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Stories that Move Mountains: Storytelling and Visual Design for Persuasive PresentationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Learn how to use stories and visuals to make top–notch presentations


	It′s called CAST (Content, Audience, Story, & Tell) and it′s been a quiet success, until now. Developed over a twelve year period as a presentation method to help Enterprise Architects, it was adopted by Microsoft Enterprise...
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Sales Hunting: How to Develop New Territories and Major Accounts in Half the Time  Using Trust as Your WeaponApress, 2014

	The first year of developing a new sales territory is a daunting task—especially in dog-eat-dog industries. The traditional advice is to train quickly on product, grab a customer list, start calling for appointments, discover opportunities, and close deals. In fact, almost every sales model out there is based on nothing more than...
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IBM EServer Certification Study Guide - Pseries Aix System SupportIBM Press, 2001
This redbook is designed as a study guide for professionals wishing to prepare for the certification exam to achieve: IBM eserver Certified Specialist - pSeries AIX System Support. The system support certification validates a broad scope of AIX problem determination and resolution skills and the ability to perform general AIX software system...
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Korea's Online Gaming EmpireMIT Press, 2010

	Too often I hear people say ‘ South Korea ’ and ‘ emerging market ’ in the same
	sentence, ” said Rich Wickham, the global head of Microsoft ’ s Windows games
	business. “ When it comes to gaming, Korea is the developed market, and it ’ s the
	rest of the world that ’ s playing...
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Marketing Management: Text and CasesRoutledge, 2004

	Step-by-step guidelines for successful marketing management!

	

	Designed for college- and graduate-level marketing students, Marketing Management: Text and Cases is also a valuable resource for anyone trying to market a product or service. This volume integrates understandable marketing concepts and techniques with useful...
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IBM Certification Study Guide AIX Installation and System RecoveryIBM Press, 2001
The AIX and RS/6000 Certifications, offered through the Professional Certification Program from IBM, are designed to validate the skills required of technical professionals who work in the powerful, and often complex, environments of the AIX operating system and RS/6000 and pSeries servers. A complete set of professional certifications are...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2012

	In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll learn how to drive powerful business results with Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011! Using this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll learn how to orchestrate successful CRM projects, automate processes, create more efficient workflows, optimize...
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